At the present time the generation expansion planning (GEP) has become a problem very difficult to solve for multiple reasons: many objectives, high uncertainties, very great planning horizon, etc. Its resolution by means of the exact traditional techniques, in numerous occasions, is not viable by the excessive time that is needed. For that reason, technical modern that allow the resolution in smaller time and with smaller accuracy in the solution are applied. Most of the approximate techniques are included inside a wider concept that is denominated Artificial Intelligence. In this article the more promising techniques of IA are studied indicating their applications in the PEG as well as their advantages and disadvantages
The GEP is to determine What, When, Where y How generating equipment should connect to the system to satisfy the electrical demand fulfilling a series of restrictions -foreseen demand, reliability and safety in the supply … -with the purpose of satisfying one o more criteria -economic, of operation, environmental -in a long-term planning horizon [18] , [21] .
In the beginning of the planning, the minimization of the total costs (fixed and variables) was the only considered criterion. Later on, other criteria, security and quality of the supply, have been added. At the present time, a fourth criterion, the minimization of the polluting emissions has been added. Besides considering the previously mentioned criteria, a series of restrictions of the system must keep in mind. These can be countless depending on the exhaustive of the exposition of the problem: capacity constraints, production constraints, operation constraints…
To face this challenge -to consider so many aspects and so complex it is -the GEP mathematical modelling has been carried out, more or less trustworthily. This problem has been considered, traditionally, as a problem of optimization of large-scale size, non-linear, nonconvex, mixed-integer and stochastic. Their resolution has been carried out in multiple ways and applying different mathematical techniques with the purpose of finding, generally, the minimum cost of the generating system. At the present time, this problem has an added aspect: it is a multicriteria problem. This last aspect should be considered in the resolution of the problem Depending on the considered planning horizon the problem of optimization -to obtain the best solution in the problem-of the GEP can be or not to be NP-hard. That is to say, it is not possible to guarantee finding the best possible solution in a reasonable time. As much as bigger is the planning horizon of the problem, major possibilities of being NP-hard. Finally, in many problems the exploration of all possible solutions is nonviable. For this reason, exploration strategies that simplify the search are applied.
The previous explanation justifies the non application of these two types of heuristic in the GEP.
A metaheuristic is an iterative process that guides a subordinated heuristic technique combining intelligently different concepts to explore and to exploit the search space, using learning strategies to structure the information with the objective of finding efficiently solutions near to the optimum one. These deterministic or stochastic methods have as purpose to avoid the fall in a local optimum solution in the search process. In the scheme nº 2 a possible classification of these techniques is shown.
The operation of the metaheuristic techniques based on constructive methods consists on the initial application of the constructive methods to generate a solution. Next, this solution is improved with the local search methods. Also, the first ones are designed combining chance and evaluation. The introduction of the chance inside the procedure of optimization is due to the "myopia" -in each iteration the best option is always chosen without considering that this can take us later on to bad solutions -of these heuristic techniques. Introducing the chance in the selection of a new solution among a group of them is a way to avoid the mentioned problem. The metaheuristic techniques based on trajectory has been developed modifying the methods of simple local search to escape from the local minima solutions. Two metaheuristic techniques of this type that have been applied in GEP exist: Taboo search and simulated annealing Finally, the metaheuristic techniques based on population works with a group of solutions (population) in each iteration obtaining a new population. The obtained result depend on the population's treatment. In the scheme nº 3 are shown the metaheurístic techniques of this type that are applied at the present time in the GEP.
Next, several AI techniques used in PEG are developed. These techniques have been used widely with interesting results. The techniques that are studied are inside the CoAI in the branches Others and Metaheurístics.
Other AI techniques exist (Expert systems, Taboo search, Simulated annealing, particle swarm,…) that have been applied directly in the PEG or like integral part of another technique. They are not developed due to his smaller importance in this field of study and by lack of space in the article.
The bases of the studied AI techniques are detailed in a brief way in the next sections. Also, those articles of special relevance that have applied the different AI techniques and their results are mentioned.
2.2.-Computational Artificial Intelligence

2.2.1.-Others
In the next sections the techniques of CoAI that are included inside the scheme nº 2 in the branch Others are revised.
Artificial Neuronal Networks (ANN)
The human brain is a highly complex, no-linear and parallel system. It can carry out many operations simultaneously. This supposes an enormous power of calculation that allows the resolution of complex problems in a brief time in comparison with the present computers that process the information in a sequential way. The ANN try to reproduce these characteristics.
A neuronal network is a network with nodesneurons, by analogy with the human brain-that are interconnected through weighed connections (weights-w i ) like it is appreciated in the figure nº 1. The weights are usually adjustable and can be trained through algorithms of learning and examples of training. The weights are multiplied by the entrances and they define with their value the relative importance of each one of them. The total entrance will be defined mathematically as:
The neuron will be activated if the total entrance overcomes a certain threshold ( θ ). The result will be defined by means of an activation function ( ϕ ).These functions are nonlinear and vary between 0 and 1. Mathematically it is written: ) (
The neurons of the network are grouped in layers and receive the same information that they process in an independent way (highly parallel system like the brain).
ANN are not programmed, are trained: adjustment of the weights that determines the degree of connection between the neurons of the network. For this reason, this technique is suitable to solve problems that have a difficult programming as they are the problems of GEP.
Finally, to point out that different types of nets exist: Kohonen, Hopfield, etc. In energy systems, most of the applications have been resolved with the neuronal network of Hopfield. [3] .
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Evolutionary Estrategies Scheme nº 3. Metaheuristic techniques based on population Sasaki Et al. [12] , in 1991, formulated the GEP like an integer 0-1 programming problem. Next the problem was mapping using the Hopfield neuronal network that can handle a great number of restrictions by means of inequalities. Two systems were simulated: 10 generators during 5 periods of time and 20 generators during 10 periods. The objective was the minimization of the total costs fulfilling to a series of restrictions.
The result obtained with the neuronal network in the first test was compared with the result obtained with the exhaustive method Branch and bound. The error was a 6%, approximately.
The exhaustive methods applied to the second test were not able to solve it due to the dimensions of the problem. However, the neuronal network was able to find solutions. In compensation, it was not guaranteed that the obtained minimum was optimal. On the other hand, the obtained minimum could not be assured that he was global optimum.
Zhaoguang Hu, in 2002 [20] , proposed a methodology of study of the GEP using IA techniques (ANN and fuzzy logic) as underlying tools that guided the study of diverse demand scenarios. These techniques allowed designing alternative roads of planning. The impact of the institutional strategies was also valued (economic, political and technological) on the electrification. Alternatives of planning were designed with these techniques.
Fuzzy sets theory. Fuzzy logic
In the classic theory a set is a group of items. An item is or not in that set. In this new theory the object is not defined well within a set. It can be partial member of a set. For that reason, the sets are denominated fuzzy sets.
The property of the item to the set no longer will adopt discreet values (0,1) but a value within the close interval [0,1]. The degree of property is defined by means of membership function to the studied fuzzy set: for each value that takes an entrance variable x the membership function µ A (x) provides the grade of property of this value to the fuzzy set A.
Therefore, the fuzzy logic allows managing vague information or information of difficult specification. The operation or the state of a system that it is not defined well can be controlled this way.
The systems based on fuzzy logic combine entrance variables, defined by means of "fuzzyficación" in terms of fuzzy sets, by means of groups of rules controlled by an inference motor that produce one or several fuzzy sets of outcomes. These last ones "are translated" to numerical values by means of an interface of "defuzzyficación" (figure n º 2).
The rules that govern the system can be learned with adaptative systems (they learn "observing" how people operate) or formulated by experts.
The most interesting characteristics of the fuzzy logic are its flexibility, its tolerance with the inaccuracy, its capacity to model no-linear problems and its base in the natural language.
It is very useful like integral part of an expert system. It will allow treating qualitative information or contradictory requirements.
In GEP, this technique is applied, generally, jointly with some other one (expert system, dynamic programming…) with different purposes (multiobjetive planning, consideration of uncertainties, consideration of qualitative requirements...).
In 1990, Satoh et al. [13] carried out an multiobjective planning combined linear programming and fuzzy logic. With this one last technique violables objectives and restrictions were designed.
In 1991, David et al. [2] carried out the GEP by means of dynamic programming. This program had a mechanism of decision making based on ES. The fuzzy logic was implemented inside the ES to formulate part of the procedure of decision making because some of the considerations were formulated in qualitative terms and it was necessary to consider contradictory requirements of the system.
In 1993, Hu Zhaoguang et al. [5] developed an ES with fuzzy rules that allowed carrying out an multiobjective planning of the GEP.
In 1994, Noor et al. [11] used this theory to consider the implicit uncertainty that the GEP possesses. By means of triangular fuzzy number they considered the existent uncertainties in the growth of the demand, discount percentage and escalation percentage. They evaluated several scenarios of planning by means of comparison among them.
In 2000, Ching-Tzong Su et al.
[1] carried out the GEP by means of dynamic programming using the fuzzy logic to value the approaches of minimum cost -obtained by dynamic programming -and the derivative contamination of the calculated system jointly. As added advantage, the fuzzy logic allowed to eliminate routes and non feasible states. The computational limitations of the dynamic programming were reduced this way. A multiobjective optimization by means of the combination of an exact technique and another one of AI was carried out. 
2.2.2.-Metaheuristic techniques based on population
In the next sections metaheuristic techniques based on population are developed that are inspired, generally, in biological processes. That is to say, the search processes of the solution are carried out using the biological processes like analogy. In addition, the algorithms of search work on a set of solutions avoiding with it the problem of the local minima solutions that have the metaheuristics based on trajectory.
Evolutionary computation
The evolutionary computation is a branch of the computer science that includes techniques that takes the natural evolution and genetics as analogy to solve search and a learning problems.
The natural evolution is based on the mechanisms of natural selection and sexual reproduction (crossover). In the nature, due to these mechanisms, the most capable individuals in a population are adapted better to the environment and they are the most successful for that reason. They have greater probabilities of surviving and of procreating a greater number of descendants. This implies that their genes (basic unit of codification of each one of the attributes of an alive being) will propagate in successive generations more and more numerous and better adapted to the environment by the systematic application of this mechanism. This is a clear process of optimization: the better adapted individuals (better solutions) are taken, they cross (they mix) generating new individuals (new solutions) that will contain part of the genetic code (information) of their predecessors improving the average of the whole population's adaptation (better solutions that those of beginning).
This branch of AI includes, fundamentally, three techniques: genetic algorithms (GA), evolutionary programming and evolutionary strategies.
The GA applies the theory of the evolution better than the rest of evolutionary computational paradigms because it possesses the crossover, selection and mutation operators. The rest of paradigms doesn't have some of them. That is the reason for which it is the best technique of the three. As the above-mentioned consequence in this article is only developed the genetic algorithms. 
Genetic algorithms (GA)
The genetic algorithm of Holland. -creator of the technique in the decade of the 60 to solve problems of learning of the machines-gives bigger importance to the crossover operation that to the mutation operation.
The form of operation of the algorithm is shown in the figure nº 3.
In 1998, Y. M. Park et al. [19] proposed the resolution of the PEG by means of the combination of a refined genetic algorithm and dynamic programming. The second algorithm allows us to find the global optimum solution from the local optimum solution obtained by first algorithm. This way, it is overcome, simultaneously, the "curse of the dimensionality" and the problem of local optima solutions. It was applied successfully on two test systems with 15 plants, 5 types of generation and periods of planning of 14 and 24 years.
In 2000, Jong-Bae Park et al. [7] developed a genetic algorithm in which they incorporated a mechanism of stochastic crossover and a structure of the initial population's generation that it was applied on two cases of planning. One with a planning horizon of 14 year and the second with 24 years.
By means of dynamic programming the minimum cost was determined for the first test. For the second test, it was not possible their obtaining due to "the curse of the dimensionality" that suffers the dynamic programming.
Better solution was obtained -nearer to the real or the smallest solution-using the two mechanisms mentioned in the improved genetic algorithm with regard to the simple genetic algorithm and with regard to the tunnel-based dynamic programming also applied on the problem in the two cases.
Also, the improved genetic algorithm has run times smaller than times used in dynamic programming. However, it was slower with respect to the tunnel-based dynamic programming.
In 2004, T.S. Chung et al. [14] applied an improved GA to solve the GEP of a system of generation based on thermal power stations.
Numerous articles exist where the improved genetic algorithms are applied in the GEP [6] , [4] , [16] … According to [8] the techniques based on AG that have been improved somehow (modification of the operators, hybridization with direct search techniques) produce the best results. In particular, the hybrid AG obtains, for the GEP of 6 years, a 90% of correct results, in the GEP of 14 years is the only technique that is able to obtain the correct result (12%) and, in the PEG of 24 years, has the smaller error of all techniques.
This technique of AI is used jointly with other techniques of AI. In the articles [10] and [9] it has been used jointly with the simulated annealing technique, in the [15] with the Taboo search technique and in the [17] with particles swarm technique. This technique, in optimization problems, falls less in local optimum solution than other techniques.
It is very simple of executing this algorithm in parallel architectures.
This technique can converge very slowly or not to converge in function of many parameters: the population's size, number of generations… To avoid these problems it is necessary that the search space or the population's size is defined in a certain range. To be possible the search spaces must be discreet or continuous of small range.
3.-Conclusions
Artificial Neural Networks -The calculations made with this technique give important errors or he is not able to reach the solution.
--With the purpose of overcoming the limitations that this technique possesses is used jointly with other techniques (fuzzy logic). 
Genetic algorithm
-It is used in planning jointly with Taboo search, simulated annealing, dynamic programming, etc. This mixture improves the resolution of the problem: smaller times of resolution or better results.
-It is also applied directly with some improvement generating a bigger level of precision.
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